Our Founder

How we operate

--LIMOLE.RXMWEV&PEFELLEWEYRMUYI
TIVWSREPMX][MXLWO]LMKLEQFMXMSRWERH
love for life in all its details. In 2018, HH
Sheikha founded Intisar Foundation a
90FEWIH LYQERMXEVMER SVKERM^EXMSR
HIHMGEXIH XS WYTTSVXMRK &VEF ;SQIR
EǺIGXIHF][EVXLVSYKL)VEQE8LIVET]
ERH PEYRGLIH XLI &VEF GEQTEMKR
2MPPMSR&VEF;SQIR

;I FIPMIZI XLEX [SQIR EVI XLI GSVnerstone of every household and the
material that holds the community
XSKIXLIV -IRGI JSGYWMRK SYV IǺSVXW
on women’s psychological needs,
as they will instil this positive change
and peace within their families and
GSQQYRMXMIWEXPEVKI;ISǺIVKVSYT
therapy of 12 to 16 weekly sessions
over three months for each group of
women. Each group is no more than

.R XLI PMKLX SJ XLI PEXIWX GSRǼMGXW MR XLI
Middle East, the foundation’s goals
are to give the opportunity for women
to heal from their psychological war
trauma, strengthen their own resilience,
and gain a new perspective to their life.
--LIMOLE.RXMWEVEWTMVIWXSEFIXXIVPMJI
for all, starting with women as they are
the key pillar of society. She supports
[SQIR XS FI LIEVH ERH WIIR XLVSYKL
ZSGEP ERH ZMWYEP I\TVIWWMSR SJ XLIMV
stories and knows that empowerment of
women through greater internal strength
ERH  WIPJ[SVXL [MPP FVMRK TIEGI XS XLI
&VEF[SVPH Ƹ.RXMWEV +SYRHEXMSRƹ EMQW XS
LIEP  QMPPMSR &VEF [SQIR EǺIGXIH F]
war through Drama Therapy.

20 women, giving each participant
enough time and space to heal properly. Following this, the participants
are invited to attend ongoing monthly sessions that provide the support
and continuity needed to sustain their
personal growth and healing process.
.RXMWEV+SYRHEXMSRIRWYVIWERIǺIGXMZI
and sustained psychological improveQIRX JSV XLI FIRIǻGMEVMIW EW MX MW E
YRMUYIQSHIPHIZIPSTIHF]YW

Why do we exclusively
use drama therapy?
Drama therapy is a therapeutic approach that uses theatrical techniques to facilitate psychological
healing. Intisar Foundation uses DraQE8LIVET]EWMXƶWEKIRXPI]IXIǺIGtive, non-stigmatizing, and loving apTVSEGLXSLIEPMRK[SQIREǺIGXIHF]
war to overcome their trauma. Drama
XLIVET]TIVQMXXLIǼI\MFPIYXMPM^EXMSR
of various activities that allow each

[SQERXSI\TPSVIERHSZIVGSQILIV
individual trauma at her own pace
and comfort. Our sessions are held
in small groups, which allows for an
EǽRMX]XSHIZIPSTFIX[IIRXLI[SQen, creating a secure net of support
within each group. The group then
evolves into a small community that
supports and nurtures each other.

The Logo
.RXMWEV+SYRHEXMSRƶWRI[PSKSW]QFSPM^IWXLINSYVRI]SJE[SQEREǺIGXIH
F][EV[MXLXLIYWISJ)VEQE8LIVET]
XLEX PMFIVEXIW LIV QMRH ERH VIPIEWIW
unresolved emotions.
4YV [SQER KSIW JVSQ FIMRK MR XLI
JSIXEP TSWMXMSR GEYWIH F] JIIPMRKW SJ
torment and helplessness and as she
starts attending our programs she
starts growing in resiliency as she
strengthens her tired mind, she grows
inside, she stands up to have a voice
ERHFIWIIRERHXVMYQTLERXSZIVLIV
ordeal. This transformation showcases her victory over her trauma while
VMWMRK XS XLI GLEPPIRKI SJ VIFYMPHMRK
LIV WIPJGSRǻHIRGI LSPHMRKYT LIV

family, supporting her community and
FVMRKMRK5IEGIXSLIVGSYRXV]
The logo tells the story of change,
showing how with the support of Intisar Foundation a woman in despair
QSVTLW XS E [SQER VIFYMPX WIPJEWsured and victorious.
.RXMWEVQIERWƸvictoryƹMR&VEFMGXLIPSKS
is a dedication to the triumph of hope &
peace over helplessness & hardship.

Our Impact

80%

70%

100%

SJSYVFIRIǻGMEVMIW
I\TIVMIRGIHVIHYGXMSRW
in symptoms of
Depression*

SJSYVFIRIǻGMEVMIW
I\TIVMIRGIH
reductions in
W]QTXSQWSJ&R\MIX]

SJSYVFIRIǻGMEVMIW
I\TIVMIRGIH
improvement in their
IPJ(SRǻHIRGI

*According to our pre- and post program psychological assessments

8IWXMQSRMEPWJVSQSYV'IRIǻGMEVMIW
“I always leaned more towards
loneliness. I would sit alone and
dig through my memories over and
over... I broke this barrier and came
out of this state”
Hiba

“Whenever I have a bad day, I
remember the exercises we do
during the Drama Therapy sessions
and I do them at home. I instantly
feel better.”
Hadeel

“I have always wanted my tears to
dry, I wanted to stop crying all the
time. I learned that I am allowed
to experience my emotions when I
started the Drama Therapy sessions.
It gave me freedom to be myself.”
Iman

“I used to be so angry all of the
time, when my daughter would
ask me for a glass of water I would
slap her. After joining the Drama
Therapy sessions, I realize she is
just thirsty”
Arwa

“I am stronger; I want to do what I
love to do. I told my husband about
what we do in the sessions without
fear. My choices are in my control,
no one can block my aspirations.”
Ameera

“I never imagined myself to be
bold enough to stand on a stage
and act, to tell people about what
happens with us. Nothing I can say
would describe this transformation.”
Khadijah

“We are old, we are grandmothers and mother. Honestly, we
are not so old, but it is the pressure and anxieties of every day
life that made us forget about our happiness. We even stopped
caring about ourselves. When I started coming to the sessions,
I started dressing better, I noticed I started wearing more colors
and took better care of myself.” Alya

The Need for Expansion / Future goals
As war and social issues continue to
VEZEKI XLI JEFVMG SJ &VEF WSGMIXMIW
XLIMRIZMXEFPIRIIHJSVXEVKIXIHTW]chological support grows with it. Intisar Foundation is working towards
I\TERHMRKMXWIǺSVXWMREPP&VEFGSYRXVMIWF]HIZIPSTMRKXLIǻIPHSJ)VEQE
Therapy.
;IGERVIEGL4RI2MPPMSR&VEF[SQIR F] MQTPIQIRXMRK WIZIVEP WXVEXIKMG

KSEPW XLEX[MPP WXEVX F] GSPPEFSVEXMSRW
EGVSWWWIZIVEPǻIPHWSJEGEHIQMEWScial work and civil society.
;ITPERXSI\TERHSYVVIEGLXLVSYKL
three distinct areas:
• Scholarships and Training of Trainers
(ToT)
• Technical Committee
•&VEF;SVPH&PPMERGISJ)VEQE8LIV
apists

One Million Arab Women

Scholarships and Training of Trainers

&JXIV]IEVWSJGSRǼMGXXSHE][ILEZIQMPPMSRWSJMRXIVREPP]ERHI\XIVREPP]HMWTPEGIH&VEF[SQIRWXVYKKPMRKIEGLHE]XSGSTI[MXLXLIWXVMZMRKLSVVSVWXLI]
HMH RSX GLSSWI XS WII SV JEGI 4YV ]IEV TPER MW XS VIEGL 4RI 2MPPMSR&VEF
[SQIRF]GSPPEFSVEXMRK[MXLYRMZIVWMXMIWERHHMǺIVIRXMRWXMXYXMSRWXSIWXEFPMWLE
2EWXIVWGYVVMGYPYQMR)VEQE8LIVET]ERHMRGVIEWIXLIRYQFIVSJ)VEQE8LIVETMWXWMRXLI&VEF[SVPH4YVEMQMWXSIHYGEXIERHXVEMR)VEQE8LIVETMWXW
and facilitators in 20 years, so they can train women in their cultures, in their
language, and their communities. By supporting and empowering women, we
FIPMIZIXLI]GERGLERKIXLSWIEVSYRHXLIQXSXLIFIXXIVEW[ILSTIXSWTVIEH
SYVQIWWEKIXSEPP[SQIREGVSWWXLI&VEF[SVPH

Intisar Foundation is currently in the
early stages of developing a scholarWLMT TVSKVEQ XLEX [SYPH EPPS[ &VEF
JIQEPIWXYHIRXWJVSQEVSYRHXLI&VEF
world to study Drama Therapy Masters program free of cost. Our scholarship program will include 800 hours
SJ ǻIPH XVEMRMRK XLEX [SYPH EPPS[ SYV
students to graduate ready to work on
XLIǻIPHSQITEVXWSJXLILSYVW
[MPP FI HIHMGEXIH XS[SVOMRK HMVIGXP]
YRHIVXLIWYTIVZMWMSRSJ&VEF)VEQE
8LIVETMWXW [LS LEZI I\TIVMIRGI MR
[SVOMRK [MXL XLI ZYPRIVEFPI TSTYPEXMSRSJ[EVEǺIGXIH&VEF[SQIR
We are also developing a Training
of Trainers (ToT) program, which will
target Drama Therapists who are
UYEPMǻIH XS XVEMR SXLIV EWTMVMRK )VEQE 8LIVETMWXW XS I\TERH XLI HMWGMTPMRI EGVSWW XLI &VEF [SVPH 4YV 8S8
program will consist of 100 hours of
MRXIRWMZI XVEMRMRK SJ [LMGL HMǺIVIRX
facets of Drama Therapy, political science, research, trauma informed psyGLSPSK] EQSRK SXLIV XSTMGW [MPP FI
taught. The ToT program will ensure

a high level of training and education
is provided to our trainers who will in
XYVR FI EFPI XS XVEMR SXLIV XVEMRIIW
XLYWGSRWXERXP]I\TERHMRKXLITSSPSJ
ORS[PIHKIEFPI ERH UYEPMǻIH )VEQE
Therapists in the Middle East.

66 Lincoln’s Inn Fields,
London WC2A3LH
www.intisarfoundation.org

hello@intisarfoundation.org
Intisarfoundation

